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After reading the booklet, Sophia said, “Michael, do you have any time lately? If you do, can
you come along with me to send the cats away? I would like to visit all the adopters.”

Michael instantly understood what she meant—she had forgiven him!

He would be going away for a few months for filming soon, so she would like him to spend
his last few days here with her!

Therefore, he replied, “Sure. I’ll take you out to meet your old schoolmates and friends too.
The network you built during your time in Bayside University can be useful to you now, so
it’s time for you to regain them.”

It was indeed easier to talk to someone with high emotional intelligence. In fact, to Sophia,
sending away the cats was just an excuse. More importantly, she would like to take this
opportunity to visit her acquaintances from the past since she had been lacking the
opportunity to do so.

Michael had been helping her to maintain her network while she was away. He had been
protecting all of her belongings on her behalf, and now, it was time for her to take over.

When Sophia returned home from Michael’s place, she noticed that she had a guest.

“Sophia, you are back!” Sitting in the living room was a young man with a childish yet
handsome face in his twenties. She knew him as Derek, who was Sandra’s younger brother
and Alex’s illegitimate son. He had recently graduated from Bayside University this year and
had been interning in Stanley’s office.

“Derek, why are you here?” Sophia asked in surprise.

He seemed shy. “Sophia, you hadn’t come to the company lately. Our company is
collaborating with Mr. Cooper for a case, so I’m here to discuss the case with him.”



“Okay.” Come to think of it, it had been a long time since she last went to Plum Technology.
With Stanley and Sean managing the company, as well as Sarah in the marketing
department, not only was the company in order during her absence, it had been listed too.
Now, she had become a major shareholder who was excused from all management duties,
so she was now focusing on her career in luxury brands.

“It’s late. You don’t have to go home tonight; you can stay over.”

Derek scratched his head, feeling a little shy. “Alright!”

However, he still drove home that night since he had to go for work the next day.

Derek was taken in by Sophia. He could be considered an orphan as he had no home to
return to, and both his mother and uncle had passed away. His sister refused to
acknowledge his identity, while his father, Alex, might have even forgotten about his
existence. Sophia took him in and gave him the opportunity to study in Bayside University.
Therefore, he had been studying while working in Plum Technology all these years.
Although he had just graduated, he was quite capable.

After Derek had left, Cooper even praised him. “Derek is a talented young man. His head is
filled with creative ideas, and he has inherited his father’s strengths. Unfortunately, he is
very loyal to Stan, so I can’t get him to work for me. I am planning to take him back into the
Mitchell Family so that he can take our last name.”

Now that Cooper had returned, he claimed himself as the Head of Mitchell Family. Although
the elders refused to acknowledge him, he was certain that they would have to get on their
knees and acknowledge him someday in the future. Therefore, his decision to allow Derek
to return to the Mitchell Family was not a joke.

“But Dad, Derek is an illegitimate son. Isn’t this against the Mitchell Family’s rule?”

Cooper was dismissive of the rule. “The Mitchell Family has no such silly rules. We will
accept any talent.”

Nevertheless, he is still Alex’s son… but since dad wants to take Derek back into the family,
why not?

The next day, after Carmen went to the kindergarten, Michael came over in his car to pick
Sophia up to send away the cats. Although Cooper was still disgruntled about the incident
of the kindergarten interview, he did not stop her.



She got in the car and saw seven or eight cats in it.

Only Chrysanthemum and a few older cats were neutered and left at home; all the other
kittens would be given away, except for one, which would be kept for breeding. On the other
hand, she had decided not to give away any of the dogs for the moment since she did not
have many of them to begin with. She only had the Cerebrus—Judge and its two sons,
Bubbles and Snowball, which were all kept as models.

Michael took Sophia to go and visit the adopters. He had selected a few adopters together
with Sophia years ago when they intended to give away the kittens once they were born,
but the adoption matter had to be put on hold when the incident that involved Sophia
unexpectedly happened.

A whole day went by, and they managed to visit seven or eight houses in total. They hung
out in each house to look around and get to know the people or recover their lost
relationships.

Words had started to spread in Bayside City that Scarlett was actually Sophia. After she
spilled the beans, she had long expected that it would only be a matter of time before the
truth was exposed. She was also slowly preparing herself to accept her past and make
contact with her past acquaintance as Sophia.

Michael stayed together with Sophia for the whole day to accompany her to give away the
cats. After a few days, the cats were all given away; only a few ‘retired’ old cats that lacked
the energy to make a mess were left at home to bask in the sun.

It felt like the house had suddenly become spacious.

After giving the cats away, Michael and Sophia’s relationship again returned to the stage
where they could only hold each other’s hands, which was still quite a distance away from
kissing. Although she had let that incident slide, it must have left a deep impression on her.

As someone who was good at managing his relationship, Michael knew that it would only be
a matter of time before she got sick of him if he kept appearing before her every day.
Therefore, the better choice would be to maintain a little distance between them since
absence made the heart grow fonder.

Just when he was making preparations to go to the film studio, which was located
thousands of miles away from here in the south, something happened.



Plans could never keep up with the changes in life. Michael suddenly received a call from
the kindergarten teacher when he was packing his stuff.

“Mr. Fletcher, please come over to the kindergarten now. Carmen brought her dogs to the
kindergarten in secret, and the dogs bit one of the kids. This is a serious matter!”

At the same time, Sophia received a call about the incident as well. What’s going on?
Carmen brought the dogs to the kindergarten, and the dogs bit her classmate?

She turned and looked around. As expected, Judge and its two sons—the
Cereberus—were nowhere to be found! Crap! Carmen really brought Judge to the
kindergarten, and the latter actually bit someone? Judge had a history of biting, and on top
of that, it had titanium fangs implants. The child would sustain serious injuries if they were
bitten!

Harry and Sarah received similar calls as well, so they called Michael to understand the
situation. Both of them said that they were told that Carmen had been leading Hope and
Ashton, and together, they behaved in an overbearing and intractable manner—they bullied
other students and even ordered the dog to bite others!

Sophia and Michael immediately drove to the kindergarten. When Cooper found out about
this, he rushed over to check out the situation as well.

Upon arriving at the kindergarten, a lot of parents had arrived at the entrance. They blocked
the entrance as they discussed the matter; they even pointed at Michael and the others
when they arrived.

Looks like this matter is a little serious…

The first thing that Sophia saw the moment they entered the kindergarten was a bunch of
bodyguards wearing Alex’s lineage’s family crest.

Why are Alex’s people here?

His bodyguards were confronting the workers of the kindergarten. The scene was quite
intense.

A child’s cries and a woman’s angry shrill echoed throughout the hall of the kindergarten.
“The Mitchell Family is one of the shareholders of the company behind the kindergarten.



Now that my younger brother was bitten, you need to hand us the culprit behind this!
Otherwise, I will do it by force!”

As expected, it was Sandra again, and the person who was bitten was her brother, Albert.

The situation gave Sophia a tingling sensation on her scalp. Why is Sandra involved again?
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Out of so many people here, why is Sandra the one who’s involved in this? The situation
would be much simpler if we were dealing with other parents instead. Sigh, this won’t be
easy to resolve.

It was Sophia and Michael who had sent Carmen to the kindergarten this morning, and they
went home after that. When they reached home, the Cereberus were still making a mess in
the house. It is true that we couldn’t pay attention to them for the whole time, but how did
they manage to go to the kindergarten to bite children? The kindergarten is located miles
away from our house—even if one were to take a subway here from home, they would have
to pass by three or four stations. Therefore, who brought the Cereberus over here?

However, this was not a good time for her to contemplate this when Sandra was crying her
eyes out while yelling to take revenge for her younger brother. She demanded for the dogs to
be beaten to death and the kids to be handed over to her for punishment.

Currently, her men were trying to snatch the kids and dogs, but they were stopped by the
kindergarten administrators. The security guards were confronting the people of the
Mitchell Family.

“Sophia!” Upon noticing her presence, Sandra called her name so loudly that everyone in the
hall could hear it clearly, which made them subconsciously look in the direction of Sophia
and Michael.



The rumors that Scarlett is actually Sophia is surprisingly true, but didn’t she die three years
ago?

When Sophia and Cooper hurriedly arrived at the scene, Cooper and Michael’s subordinates
had already rushed into the kindergarten. At that moment, the kindergarten was full of
people. The other parents were taken aback by the situation and moved to the side.

Sandra confidently strode over to Sophia, her face filled with anger with a hint of pleasure.
After all, she finally had something on Sophia and her daughter!

“You should come at me if you want anything, but why did you stoop so low by targeting a
child? What’s the point in doing that? You can’t inherit the Mitchell Family even if your dogs
had bitten my brother to death!”

The more she yelled, the louder her voice became, which made her sound more intimidating
and aggressive. With just a few sentences, her accusations turned Sophia into a person who
would harm a child to gain power. After all, Albert was the eldest young master of the
Mitchell Family and Alex’s only legitimate son, so there were many people who wanted him
dead.

Sophia glanced at the little boy sobbing at the side. His thighs were bitten a few times and
were now bandaged.

She frowned. “Your younger brother was so badly bitten—why are you keeping him here?
You should send him to the hospital now.”

Sandra scoffed, “Haha, I’m keeping him here to question you, of course! What if you guys
shift the blame after I send him away?”

Sophia did not bother to talk to her and asked the kindergarten teacher instead, “What
happened with the dogs? How did they run in and bite a child?”

As she was speaking, she hurriedly went into the kindergarten. The teacher, who had no
idea how it happened as well, replied, “There were no dogs in the kindergarten, and we had
security guards stationed at the main entrance. Therefore, it was impossible for three large
dogs to come in. However, during recess time today, I heard children crying and then saw
the three large dogs biting Al.”



Al was Albert’s nickname.

Sophia seemed to have heard Carmen saying that she hated Albert. She wondered if she
had sneaked the dogs into the kindergarten and asked them to bite him because she hated
him. Since Judge and its two sons did not know how to take the subway, they couldn’t have
entered the kindergarten without the help from someone inside. The question now
was—how did they get in? On top of that, this situation seemed complicated as it involved
the internal conflicts of the Mitchell Family. Judge had also been accused of eating humans
before this. Why do they keep raising issues using dogs?

Michael approached the teacher and asked, “Where’s my daughter?”

Harry chimed in anxiously, “How about Hope and Ashton?”

Hale and Gwen arrived in a hurry as well. The three pairs of parents dashed into the
kindergarten.

The teacher seemed to be put on the spot. “After the incident, the three kids were afraid that
we would hit her dogs, so they took the dogs and hid in the sports equipment room. They
are still inside now, and we dare not break the door for fear that we may injure the kids. Mr.
Fletcher, please go and take a look. The dogs had just bitten a kid, so we are worried that
they will bite again.”

Hearing that, Michael’s expression turned stern. The few of them then quickly rushed to the
sports equipment room mentioned by the teacher.

Sophia immediately went after them. Sandra quickly brought her brother and went along as
well, for fear that Sophia and Michael would refuse to bear responsibility after taking away
the kids and the dogs. She even brought along a few nosy parents so that everyone could
witness how Michael and Sophia condoned the dogs that bit a child after biting a person to
death.

A large group of people arrived at the sports equipment room on the ground floor. The
bodyguards blocked the crowd to avoid them from getting too close and only allowed the
three fathers to knock on the door.

The kids, who had been hiding inside, were probably terrified. When the three anxious
fathers reached the door, Michael first tried to call out to them gently.



“Carmen, my baby, I’m here. Are you inside?”

After a while, there was some movement inside. He heard the sound of footsteps as
Carmen walked to the door. She did not immediately open the door but worriedly said,
“Daddy, Judgey bit someone again. They are going to beat Judgey to death.”

Michael consoled her. “Don’t worry. I’ve brought many people here. I won’t allow them to
beat Judgey. Can you open the door?”

She was vigilant. “Let’s make a pinky promise, then. You cannot hit Judgey.”

He promised. “Okay, but you have to open the door for us to make a pinky promise.”

The door was finally opened. He saw six pairs of eyes staring intently at him when the door
was opened.

She reached out her little hand. “Daddy, pinky promise.”

Seeing that his baby was fine, he heaved a sigh of relief. He was afraid that Judge might
lose control and bite them.

He reached out his hand and made a pinky promise with the pink, little hand. After that, he
pushed open the door widely and saw the scene inside.

The three kids and the Cereberus were inside. Judge and its two kids seemed to have
realized that they had made a mistake. Their ears lay flat while they kept quiet, but when
they saw Michael coming in, they wagged their tails at him.

This was the third time.

He did not know what happened, but this was the third time Judge had gotten itself into
trouble under Michael’s care. Although the cause for this incident had yet to be known,
Michael was a little tired from dealing with all the troubles caused by a mere dog. Therefore,
he decided to send it away after this incident to prevent having to deal with future trouble.
After Judge was beaten at that time, its hair was shaved off to treat its injuries, but it
actually got itself into another trouble even before its hair had fully grown…

“Come on. Let’s go home first.”



The three fathers found their respective child. Looking at the three children, Sophia felt
relieved that they were fine.

Judge, who knew that it seemed to have landed itself in trouble, approached Sophia with its
ears laying flat while shaking its head and wagging its tail. It then bowed its head, waiting
for Sophia to pet it.

“Silly dog, how much more trouble are you going to give me?” She gently patted its head,
determined to send Judge to Stanley since the latter lived in a villa by the beach, which had
plenty of space for Judge to run wild.

“Someone please come over and beat these three dogs to death!” Sandra roared, and the
bodyguards of the Mitchell Family surrounded them.

Judge barked at them. Sophia asked someone to grab on the dogs’ leashes before saying to
her, “I won’t let you do as you please. This is my dog. I’ll pay for Al’s medical fees!”

Upon hearing that Sophia would pay for the fees, Sandra knew that the former was afraid of
escalating the matter, so she barked, “Pay? How are you going to pay? My brother is the
eldest young master of the Mitchell Family; your child and dogs are insignificant compared
to him. Hand over your child and dogs to me! Otherwise, I won’t let this matter slide!”

Though Sandra was spewing nonsense, Sophia, who was at a disadvantage, did not bother
to find fault in what she said since it was her dogs who were in the wrong in the first place
for biting another person.

However, Ashton suddenly chimed in, “But Judgey bit Al because he tried to take off
Carmen’s pants…”
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Michael was holding Carmen’s hand as they were about to leave when he stopped dead in
his tracks upon hearing it. He turned his head back and stared at Ashton, his eyes welled
with raging fury.



He was still a gentle, loving father two seconds ago before his raw furor got the better of
him.

“Ashton… what did you just say?”

Ashton was taken aback by the sudden outburst of Michael’s rage, but he hugged his
father’s leg and summoned the courage to speak the truth. “Al had lifted Mel and Lulu’s
skirts before, and this time, he tried to take off Carmen’s pants!”

Hope, who was in Harry’s arms, suddenly blurted out, “Judgey was right to bite Al. Mommy
said those who lift girls’ skirts are bad people, and bad people deserve to be bitten!”

After both toddlers spoke their minds, the room was momentarily silent. A sudden
realization hit Sophia as her face turned pale and tears streamed down her face beyond
control.

Michael felt his body trembling before he quietly carried Carmen into the sports equipment
room, leaving everyone outside. No one was allowed to enter except Sophia and Sarah.

In the equipment room, Sophia held Carmen softly and asked, “Baby, about what Ashton and
Hope said earlier, was it true? Did Al try to take off your pants?”

Carmen was still in shock over what happened earlier today. With a face filled with pity, she
looked at her mother and nodded as she answered, “He even took off other kids’ pants and
skirts. He tried to do the same to me yesterday, but I didn’t let him, and then Hope and
Ashton beat him up. Daddy said not to let others take off my skirt. Only bad people do that. I
went home and told Judgey, so it brought its puppies to bite Al.”

Sophia listened to Carmen with sighs between her breaths. She felt as if her body had
frozen from the disturbing realization of what had happened. Michael, who was standing
next to her, grimaced in silence.

“Come, Carmen. Let me see,” whispered Sophia as she carefully lifted Carmen’s skirt with
her pale, trembling hands and saw a white-colored shorts with bear prints.



Carmen then raised her skirt further and revealed her stomach. She pointed at two scratch
marks on her tummy and thighs, which was thankfully not deep, and said, “Here, look at this,
and this. Al and Daryl kept wanting me to take my pants off, but I wouldn’t let them. So they
kept forcing me, and I got scratched. Judgey then came in and bit Al.”

Michael also observed the two scratch marks on Carmen’s tummy and thigh. They looked
shallow and were probably made by children.

He kept gazing at them, not realizing that the veins on his forehead were popping out.

No one had any idea how a trivial matter like this drove him to his wit’s end.

It might have been an innocent prank among children who did not know better, but on a
serious note, it was an immoral act of perversion!

Sophia shared a dark past similar to this when she was younger. The pain and trauma never
left her until her adulthood. Such a painful experience sent her spiralling into a depressive
episode, which took her a long time to recover from.

She was this close to going back out to clobber that little monster there and then.

However, she held her composure and planted a kiss on Carmen’s cheeks. She then turned
to Michael and uttered, “Michael, please bring Carmen to get checked at the hospital. As for
those that are outside… I’ll take care of them.”

Michael paused for several seconds before moving over to carry Carmen from Sophia’s
arms. He took a couple of steps toward the door before he turned back abruptly and gave
his wife a hug as he said, “Wait for me to come home.” After that, he continued his way out
as his vision got blurred by his tears.

Carmen was leaning on her father’s shoulders when she waved at Sophia. “Bye-bye,
Mommy.”

Sophia let out a forced smile and replied, “I will see you in a bit, baby.”

The father and daughter strolled off as they chatted.

“Daddy, are you still angry at Judgey for biting Al?”



“No, not at all. Next time, if someone ever bullies you again, don’t send Judgey—tell me
instead. I will come and bite them myself.”

Outside the sports equipment room, Sandra was causing a commotion. She spoke aloud to
the crowd. “Scarlett Mitchell is Sophia Edwards! She faked her death three years ago to
scam her insurance company, and now, she’s come back with another identity! She
weaseled her way into the Mitchell Family and took over Old Master Mitchell’s fortune. She
even tried to put her name into our family tree! After my father exposed both her and her
father’s plot, they’ve started to lay their hands on my brother now!”

Although the other parents had no idea what had happened between both families, what
remained everyone’s concern was the fact that Sophia’s dog had injured Albert. This
incident had made it worse for Cooper in the midst of the civil rivalry within the Mitchell
Family.

Cooper stood quietly outside the sports equipment room. He no longer paid attention to all
the words that Sandra was spewing to the crowd for he had seen his fair share of pointless
provocations in his life. All he cared about at that moment was his beloved granddaughter.

Soon after, the door from the equipment room opened, whereupon Michael walked out with
Carmen in his arms. Carmen gently called out to Cooper. “Grandpa.”

Even a stoic man like Cooper could not resist Carmen’s tender voice. He instantly turned in
her direction and said, “Carmen, baby, how are you feeling? Do you feel pain anywhere? If
you do, you have to tell me, Daddy, or Mommy!”

Carmen lay on Michael’s shoulder and replied, “I don’t feel pain anymore, but I’m hungry.”

Michael, whose face was still stone-cold, said to Cooper, “Hey, Cooper, I’ll leave this matter
here to you. I’m bringing Carmen to the hospital for a check-up.”

Cooper never said another word and nodded before he ordered someone to escort Michael
out.

Sandra saw Michael leaving and hurriedly caught up with him. “Stop right there. Hand me
the child!”

Michael sped up his steps and headed right out of the kindergarten to get into his car, which
headed to the hospital without further delay. Sandra stomped her heels and cried out, “Do



you think you all can get away with this? You’ve hurt my brother, and our family will not let
this pass!”

Sophia stood aimlessly in the equipment room. All that was in her mind was the two scratch
marks on her poor baby’s tummy and thighs. She could feel the pain from those scratch
marks in her very own heart.

Her daughter was barely three years old. How could they hurt her like that?!

Sarah tried to console her and said, “It’s okay. Don’t worry. Hope said he’d beaten up that
kid!”

But she knew for a fact that she was unsure of how best to make her friend feel better.

It was a good thing that Sophia had forgotten everything in the past.

The Sophia she knew back then might have looked happy and cheerful every day, but only
Sarah knew that she had been relying on antidepressants to keep herself going.

Her childhood trauma had affected her life for the most part. Those who had depression
always kept to themselves and battled their pain quietly on their own up until the day they
could no longer keep up and would eventually break into pieces all of a sudden.

Cooper rushed in and saw Sophia still in a trance. He quickly asked, “Darling, are you okay?”

His greatest fear was to see both his babies get hurt.

His baby daughter had suffered greatly since childhood, and he was worried that she would
recall those miserable memories and suffer everything in one go.

Sophia let out a smile and reassured her father. “Daddy, I’m fine. Don’t you worry.”

She walked out of the equipment room with Sarah and saw Sandra still yelling and shouting
at the entrance.

“Sophia, Sarah, look at what your kids have done to my brother! You owe me an explanation
today!”



Her brother was still crying beside her. He was in his summer shorts due to the warm
weather, so one could see several wounds on his thighs and arms, which were bandaged.
On his face, there were a few light imprints of a hand, which suggested he had gotten slaps
on the cheek.

He was evidently frightened and wished to return home, but Sandra insisted that he stayed
put. He continued to cry in fear as his sister screamed at the crowd.

This time, it was Sophia’s turn to direct her tear-filled eyes back at Sandra, her stare red with
a beastly wrath.

“An explanation? I will give you an explanation now!”
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You want an explanation?! I’ll give you one!

Sophia strode toward Sandra.

Sandra saw Sophia walking in her direction. The latter’s blue eyes were stone cold and filled
with a murderous intent that was so strong that Sandra could sense it even before she got
close. Sandra apprehensively retreated and ordered both her security guards to step in
between Sophia and her to ensure her safety.

But Sandra’s sense of security was short-lived. Sophia gestured her hand, and the Mitchell
family’s henchmen pushed Sandra’s guards aside before forming a human wall, covering
both women in a circle.

Intimidated and lost for words, Sandra kept stepping back as Sophia closed in on her.

“What, now? Are you scared? Didn’t you ask for an explanation or compensation? Here I am
now, so come and get your explanation!”
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Sophia’s voice echoed over Sandra’s. Her presence was overpowering as she marched
closer toward Sandra, emanating a threatening sense of bloodthirsty rage.

At this moment, Cooper stayed still as he observed how his daughter confronted Sandra.

The Mitchell family would have to be reunited eventually, and Sophia, being the firstborn
daughter of her generation in the family, would have to face Sandra one day. That day had
now arrived.

Realizing she was cornered, Sandra held on to the belief that she was the rightful heir to the
throne and summoned the courage to face Sophia by straightening her back and doubling
down on her dominating presence.

She knew better than anyone else who she was facing within that man-made circle.

“Sophia, my brother’s injury report will be out very soon. Take my advice and hand over
those little sh*ts, or else…”

Sophia crossed her arms as she took a step forward and said, “My child was not in the
wrong, and neither was my dog. Your brother deserved every single bit of it! According to
the Mitchell’s family tree, my daughter is two generations ahead of you and your brother in
seniority. Her beating your brother up was just her teaching him a lesson in basic manners
as a grandaunt!”

Sophia threw a glance at Sandra’s brother, who had dog bites all over his limbs and a
swollen face. He had lost his voice from all the crying.

All children were born innocent and uncorrupted. This child was almost the same age as her
daughter, so Sophia found it hard to believe that a young human being could be capable of
such a malicious act.

Unless it was taught to him by someone…

Sophia reverted her gaze back at Sandra and raised her voice.

“Your brother went around in the kindergarten lifting other girls’ skirts and forcing them to
remove their pants for him. Shouldn’t he be taught a lesson? He’s doing such a terrible thing



at such a young age; he even has the cheek to intrude on other girls’ dignity. Imagine what
he would do when he grows up! Since you are doing such a poor job as a sister to educate
your brother on how to be a decent human being, don’t blame others for doing a better job
for you!”

Upon hearing Sophia’s words, all the parents at the kindergarten were startled. Those with
daughters immediately held their children tight within their arms.

Al was taking off girls’ skirts?!

Sandra let out a scoff and said nonchalantly, “My brother’s only three. Do you expect a
three-year-old to understand these things? He can’t even tell if he’s a boy or a girl. So what if
the kids were playing and lifting each others’ skirts? Kids aren’t aware of these things; so
what if he lifted your daughter’s skirt? She probably wasn’t aware of it either! Sophia, don’t
you try to change the topic. Tell me—how are you going to compensate us for my brother’s
injury?”

At this moment, Sophia was more than certain that the child’s unacceptable behaviour was
condoned.

Every time Carmen returned from school, she would tell Sophia about all the new friends
she had made in the kindergarten. Yet whenever Albert’s name came up, Hope and Ashton
had nothing but negative things to say about him.

It might be common for a child to dislike another, but what if the entire class expressed the
same dislike for Albert?

Sophia seemed to have connected the dots. She glared at Sandra and uttered, “Seems to
me… you’re doing this on purpose.” Everything made sense under all that guise. “Deep down,
you know what you are and where you stand in your family. We both know how you were
able to take up the position of the eldest daughter in the Mitchell family. But I know your
ambitions do not stop there, not just as the eldest daughter. No—you want more than that,
and this brother of yours is your biggest threat!”

Sandra felt as if someone had dug out her little black book and read her deepest, darkest
secrets aloud to everyone. Her breath staggered as her heart raced, but she maintained a
steady look and retorted, “What nonsense are you spewing?! Threat? I don’t even know what
the hell you’re going on about!”



Sophia’s deep, knowing gaze from her bright, blue eyes saw through her act instantly.

Albert was Sandra’s younger stepbrother. He was born after Sandra replaced the late
Natasha as Alex’s daughter.

Alex had spent much effort to groom and nurture Natasha, but she fell short of his
expectations. When he managed to bear a younger son, Natasha strangled him to death.
Even though he later brought Sandra in, he still needed an heir.

Even if Alex had no qualms with an illegitimate child, his wife was unwilling to accept him.
That was why they had to bear another son as soon as they could.

Rumor had it that both Alex and his wife almost lost their lives to safely have Albert through
surrogacy.

When Albert was grown, Sandra would lose everything that she had and return to square
one. She was just a replacement after all, and everything that she was supposed to have
would naturally be taken away by her stepbrother, the legitimate heir of the family.

But what if this legitimate heir grew up unfit to lead the family?

What if he was ‘groomed and nurtured’ from a young age to become like his sister, who was
notorious for getting into constant trouble?

“Deny it all you want, but I think you know very well what’s going on, Sandra!” Sophia spat as
she advanced toward Sandra with a cold crooked smile. “Let me tell you this—I don’t care
how you educate your brother, but if the way you bring him up results in him harming my
daughter in any way, I will come after you.”

Sandra was exasperated. She had spent all these years climbing up the ranks in the family,
but she knew how she got this opportunity handed to her in the first place. She felt all sense
of guilt when facing Sophia until a sudden thought struck her. Upon that, she let out a
hysterical laugh to overcome her guilt earlier and retaliated with a snide remark.

“Your daughter accused my brother of lifting her skirt. Who is to say that she wasn’t the one
who shamelessly flaunted what’s beneath her skirt in front of him?” She then stepped up to
Sophia with a vicious smile. “After all, children mimic their parents, especially since she’s a
three-year-old. She’s probably a shameless wh*re, taking after her mother.”



This set off a fatal trigger in Cooper, who was observing quietly among the crowd. She had
been testing his patience, and this was the final straw that broke the camel’s back.

Sophia did not need to look back to know that her father was infuriated.

She hastily turned around and stopped her father, who was about to charge into the circle,
with the raise of her hand. She uttered calmly, “Daddy, there are some things that I need to
face on my own. You cannot protect me forever. Let me handle it this time, okay?”

The seething anger in Cooper’s eyes died down, and he silently adhered. His daughter had
grown strong enough to stand up for herself. His heart ached for her.

With her father’s nod as a blessing, Sophia smiled and drew in a deep breath before heading
back to face Sandra.

Sandra thought her verbal attack had hit Sophia where it hurt most, so she gleefully amped
up her provocation by saying, “Sophia, do you think that, just by feigning your death,
everyone would forget about your scandalous past? Everyone here knows what you are
made of and what you have under all that.”

Her eyebrows danced with amusement as everyone recalled that controversial moment
when Sophia’s nude photos were discovered and shared all over the internet.

Everyone in Cethos could clearly ‘see’ what she was made of.

Sandra was probably still the same as she ever was, but Sophia was no longer the timid
little girl she once was.

Step by step, she marched up to Sandra with a stoic expression, while the tension
surrounding her reached an all-time high.

“Sandra, I know very well what I’m made of, without a doubt. As for what you’re made of,
everyone shall soon see it too!”

Barely a second after she was done talking, Sophia darted toward Sandra in a couple of
steps and grabbed her skirt by the waist. Before Sandra realized what was to ensue, Sophia
pulled her skirt together with her underwear down in public!



“Didn’t you just say there’s nothing wrong with looking underneath skirts? What if I show
everyone what’s underneath your skirt too?”
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What Sophia had done was something no one saw coming.

Scarlett, the daughter of Cooper Mitchell, actually pulled the skirt of Sandra in public!

Sandra was wearing a top to match her skirt that day. The thin fabric hugged closely to her
athletic body, complementing her graceful figure. With an unexpected downward yank from
Sophia, both the skirt and underwear slid down below her knees.

“Ahhhh!”

Sandra’s shriek broke the silence that once filled the hall moments before that. She
frantically reached for her skirt and pulled it up. Alas, that undue sight was already etched in
the minds of everyone in the crowd.

Be it tanned or fair, au natural or shaved, that marked the eventful day where everyone
found out what Sandra of the Mitchell family was made of—under her skirt, for that matter.

Sufficient to say, she had ‘tended her garden’ quite immaculately.

Sandra pulled her skirt up as she charged toward Sophia while bellowing, “I’m going to kill
you! You’re so dead!”

As she pulled her skirt back onto her waist, she pounced at Sophia with clenched fists.
Sophia had shamefully exposed both the front and rear of her groin and robbed her of her
rational mind at that very instant. Her dignity, pride, and self-esteem were all shredded to
bits in a matter of seconds. The sudden reveal of the most sacred part of her body left
nothing to the imagination for the crowd.



Having expected Sandra to fight back, Sophia rolled her sleeves up and lunged at her, lifting
her skirt whenever it was within her reach. Michael used to remark that she never resorted
to disrobing her opponent back when she engaged in a catfight with the mistress. Today,
she had outdone herself.

Sandra used to be an athlete, but she had retired for quite some time. The following years
living under the care of the Mitchell family had been a bed of roses for her. Naturally, she no
longer continued her training for competitions, for her choice of profession as an athlete was
merely a stepping stone for her to marry into a wealthy family. Since bearing the Mitchell
family name, she no longer saw the need to slog her guts out at the training pool.

On the other hand, Sophia had been living in a war-torn area for several recent years. She
was forced to keep her vitality and physique in its best form, or she could lose her life
anytime.

The scale of the catfight was obviously tipped. Sophia had Sandra pinned down on the
ground with her foot on her back while she yanked Sandra’s skirt and tore it, including her
underwear.

All the parents at the scene were at a loss for words. They could do nothing except to bear
witness to one of the most unusual catfights between two ladies from the Mitchell family;
they were rolling and tumbling on the floor while tearing clothes off of each other.

In the midst of Sandra’s painful and angry screams, Sophia’s merciless roar cut through the
commotion.

“Didn’t you say that lifting skirts was just a small matter for girls? Your brother lifted my
daughter’s skirt, so why shouldn’t I let you have a taste of it?! Why are you crying? What are
you shouting for? Look at how pathetic you are right now! Come on, Sandra Oak. Let
everyone see what you’re made of. We didn’t have a clear picture the first time around, so
let’s have a rerun!” Sophia roared at the top of her lungs.

The parents who had daughters felt vindicated. Who said little girls were naive and
clueless? Who said little girls wouldn’t feel bad when their skirts were lifted?

Sandra’s men intended to step in to rescue her from the humiliation, but they were up
against a barricade of men twice their numbers from Cooper and Michael’s gang. None of
them were able to move in to interfere, so they could only watch the tussle helplessly.



After having attempted to struggle and free herself, Sandra was gassed out to the point she
could barely fight back. Her skirt was nearly destroyed as she howled while still clinging on
to it for dear life. Sophia grabbed Sandra’s hair and dragged her toward Albert.

The three-year-old Albert was already stunned as he stared blankly at his own sister being
pinned on the floor and having her skirt yanked and torn.

Sophia shoved Sandra, who was crying hysterically with her face drenched in tears, in front
of Albert. She grabbed the skirt which Sandra was still grasping on and gave it one final tug.
Sandra then let out one last scream and descended into helpless cries of despair.

“You little sh*t, did you see that? Girls in skirts and dresses do not like themselves being
exposed! I’ll let you off this time, but you’d better remember this. If you ever dare to do
anything indecent like that again, I promise you I’ll come over and beat you up just like how
I beat your sister!”

Albert shut his mouth in fear and stopped his crying at once while nodding profusely. Since
the day he was born, he had been doted on by Alex and condoned by Sandra for his
spoiled behavior. That was his first taste of reality, and the incident had left him scarred for
life.

This was a life-changing event for Albert, for it resulted in him feeling traumatized for life
when it came to removing girls’ skirts. He then discovered his newfound interest in taking off
mens’ pants instead…

After she was finally done with Sandra, Sophia exhaled lightly and elegantly before she
stood up to tidy her ruffled clothing. Luckily, she wore jeans that day.

Sandra lay on the floor as she held whatever was left of her skirt and yelled in between
sobs, “Sophia Edwards, the Mitchell family will not forgive you for this! I will kill you! I will
bury you six feet under with my own bare hands!”

Sophia took out her mirror and checked her messy hair above her ears and noticed some
sweat on her face. She glanced at Sandra, who was lying on the floor in the sorriest state
one could ever be in, while mockingly imitating her tone and arching her eyebrows as she
said, “Had you not shamelessly flaunted what’s beneath your skirt in front of me earlier, why
would I have took off your skirt?”

Sandra raised her head and glared at her.



At this moment, Sandra’s men finally managed to rush to her rescue. They took off their
suits and wrapped them around her.

As she was taken away, Sandra could be heard yelling from afar, “I’ll kill you! You’re so, so
dead!”

Sophia scoffed and heaved. “Sorry, but you cannot kill me. I’ve only given you a few slaps,
which is nothing close to harming your vital organs. You can sue me for compensation,
though. Go ahead and sue me; I’ve got all the money. Tell me how much to pay you, and I’ll
do it. But if you ever say something to disrespect me again, this won’t be the last time you
get hit by me!”

After Sandra was out of sight, Sophia turned back and gazed at Albert.

Albert was Alex’s boy. Having only been born when Alex was nearing the age of fifty, he
was undoubtedly the apple of his eye. Upon taking a closer look, she noticed how he
shared quite some resemblance with Derek. They were both Alex’s sons after all.

Seeing her switching her gaze into a fierce glare, Albert felt his knees shaking violently as
his bodyguards escorted him away.

The dust had settled and the crowd had dispersed, yet they were all still discussing what
had happened earlier.

The event was reiterated as a domestic affair within the Mitchell family. A scoundrel of a
grandniece condoned the bad behavior of another scoundrel of a grandnephew, resulting in
him assaulting the modesty of his grandaunt. Consequently, the grandaunt’s mother got so
mad she taught said grandniece a lesson by giving her a taste of her own medicine. One
would argue that it was an entertaining performance, to say the least.

Since the kindergarten administration decided not to pursue this matter, Sophia strutted out
of the premises scot-free.

On the way to the hospital, Michael called to inform her that Carmen was fine, except for the
minor scratches on her tummy and thigh. They then headed home for food as she was
hungry.

Sophia exhaled a sigh of relief and headed back home. Just then, Cooper picked up a
phone call from Alex.



From the sound of it, Alex was furious.

Cooper waited for his rant to end and replied flatly, “Oh, it’s just a trivial matter. Little kids
playing with each other’s clothes—nothing serious really. The kids didn’t know better. Your
son lifted my granddaughter’s skirt, so my daughter lifted your daughter’s skirt. We’re even
now. Goodbye.”

Sophia covered her mouth as she chuckled.

She then studied the Cereberus in front of her.

Judge and its two puppies were covered in grass and mud. They had probably crawled
through a hole to get into the kindergarten.

She could not explain how the three of them, who were stationed at home, managed to
travel all the way to the kindergarten to bite Albert.

Did they learn how to take the public bus? They’d have to ride for at least three to four
stations to get there!

Even the slightest distraction would throw these three hounds from hell out of their focus.
How were they able to get specifically to the kindergarten? Not to mention, the security at
the establishment is quite tight.

This matter had been temporarily filed as a cold case until the next day when Stanley heard
about it and insisted on finding out the truth by retrieving the video playback from the
camera on Judge’s collar, which held the truth to all the suspense…


